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Abstract 

The traditional way of estimating the formant frequencies from articulatory data presupposes 
knowledge of how the vocal tract cross-sectional area varies for a given articulatory shape (Fant 
1960/1970). Accordingly, in order to derive the formant pattern of a given articulation, the 
three-dimensional shape of the vocal tract (VT) needs to be known. In the past cross-sectional 
areas have typically been derived by means of ‘d-to-A rules’ that use the mid-sagittal cross-
distance d at each point along the VT to produce a corresponding cross-sectional area A. X-ray 
and MRI data have been used to calibrate such rules (Heinz & Stevens 1964, Sundberg et al. 
1987, Ericsdotter 2005). Although this procedure has produced many useful results it is time 
consuming and laborious. It is speaker-specific. It presupposes access to information on the 
three-dimensional shape of the VT, which is not experimentally readily accessible. Such 
observations raise the question whether sufficiently accurate alternative approaches can be 
developed. Is it possible to go straight from articulatory data to formant frequencies without 
having to construct a cross-sectional area function? If such methods could be developed it 
would have many uses both in phonetics and practical applications. 

This paper reports an attempt to map the time variations of selected articulatory parameters from 
X-ray profiles directly on the formant tracks using multiple regression analysis. Preliminary 
results for F1 indicate that multiple regression analysis can indeed be useful for making such 
predictions. The prospects of extending the present analyses to other formants are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

The introductory chapter sets the stage with some historical curio picked up along the way 
through the work with the current study (1.1). Section 1.2 deals with the subject of deriving 
acoustics from articulation. It accounts for the classic approach in this field (1.2.1), some (for 
the phonetician) well-known rules of thumb implying approximate but fairly simple 
relationships between articulation and acoustic are discussed (1.2.2) and tested in part (1.2.3). 
Section 1.3 deals with some of the questions that arise on the topic, together with some 
immediate objections on one hand, and positive considerations on the other. Taken together, 
these lead to the aims of the current study (1.4), which, quite briefly, is to attempt to map 
articulation directly on the acoustical outcome. 

1.1. Historical curio 

The fascination for speech production and the relationship between articulatory movements and 
their acoustical outcome is reflected in the long history of attempts to build machines to create 
human speech. Early legends tell about ‘brazen heads’ (prophetic mechanical/magical ‘talking 
heads’), said to have been owned (and possibly built) by Gerbert d’Aurillac (later Pope 
Sylvester II) d.1003 AD, (Nelson 1999); Albertus Magnus 1198-1280 and Roger Bacon 1214-
1294, (Butler 1993). In 1779 Christian Kratzenstein, professor of physiology in Copenhagen, 
constructed models of the human vocal tract. The models were acoustic resonators of different 
sizes and forms, each one used to produce one of five long vowels, (Flanagan 1972; Flanagan & 
Rabiner 1973; Schroeder 1993). In Vienna 1791, von Kempelen introduced the ‘Acoustic-
Mechanical Speech Machine’. In operating this machine it was possible to control the resonance 
properties of the mouth by varying the covering of its opening. Von Kempelen has been called 
the first experimental phonetician, (Traunmüller 1997/2000; Flanagan & Rabiner 1973; 
Schroeder 1993). In 1835, Wheatstone constructed a ‘speaking machine’ based on von 
Kempelen’s design, with the improvement of a flexible oral cavity articulation. The device 
constructed by Joseph Faber in 1835 included a model of the tongue and a pharyngeal cavity 
whose shape could be controlled (Traunmüller 1997/2000). 

The attempts cited here seem to reflect awareness of the crucial role that the shape of the vocal 
tract (thus the movements of the articulators) plays in producing the different sounds of speech. 
Nevertheless, several decades later one encounters the following, quite gruesome description in 
support of the position “that some vowel sounds being formed in the larynx, and not in the 
mouth” (Bell, 1906/1916): 

Some years ago Dr. Moore1 attended a man who had attempted suicide by cutting his throat. 

The cut was immediately above the thyroid cartilage shaving off the epiglottis at its base. The 

wound resulted in an oval opening, two inches long by three quarters of an inch wide. The 

man was able to talk at any time by bending his head forward and temporarily closing the 

                                                      
1 Dr. E. M. Moore, of Rochester, New York (Bell 1906/1916) 
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opening. When the head was thrown back he lost the power, but Dr. Moore noticed that under 

such circumstances he could pronounce vowel sounds like ah, oh, etc. The doctor was 

surprised at the clearness and distinctness of the vowel effects, for the sounds seemed to 

emanate from the yawning wound in the throat and not from the mouth. Struck by this 

circumstance, the worthy doctor made a unique experiment. He introduced into the wound a 

sheet of buckskin, so placed as to prevent the possibility of any air passing from the larynx 

into the mouth. The only outlet left for the breath, was the yawning wound. He then asked the 

man to repeat the alphabet, A, B, C, etc. Dr. Moore found that under these circumstances, 

certain vowel sounds could be distinguished, and he came to the conclusion that these vowels 

were formed in the larynx, and not in the mouth. (Bell 1906 p.7, referring to Transactions of 

the New York State Medical Society, 1872, pp. 276-282). 

Bell disagrees with the good doctor, inferring that “the man moved his mouth as though he were 
speaking; […] positions for the vowels were, therefore, assumed, and the mouth would then, in 
effect, be a resonator, tuned to the vowel positions, held near a sounding body—the larynx.” 
(Bell 1906/1916, p.9). He continues by describing two surgical cases (excision of the larynx in 
one case and “the operation of tracheotomy” (Bell 1906/1916 p. 9) in the other) in support of 
the vowels being formed in the mouth and not in the larynx. “The quality or “timbre” of the 
human voice, I believe,” Bell concludes, “is due in a very minor degree to the vocal cords, and 
in a much greater degree, to the shapes of the passages through which the vibrating column of 
air is passed.” (Bell 1906/1916, p.9). 

Bell’s opinion turned out to be the one accepted today, widely known as the source-filter theory; 
the source referring to the excitation of the small repeated displacements of air molecules at the 
larynx that give rise to the human voice, the filter referring to the vocal tract, which by its ability 
to take on different shapes ‘filters’ the frequencies of the voice in different ways to produce 
different speech sounds. 

The age of electricity dawned upon mankind and with it the enterprise of electrical speech 
synthesis. The spectrograph made sound visible and measurable, thus enabling more accurate 
quantifying of the acoustics. The cineradiographic technique (X-ray), and later ultrasound, 
computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) made the experimental 
investigations of the anatomy and physiology of speech much easier. The inaccessibility of the 
systems under observation had, quite understandably, been a major deterrent to such 
investigations. 

Nowadays, the mechanical machines and electrical devices have changed costume to that of 
binary code in computerized virtual models. Notwithstanding the new techniques available for 
observations as well as analysis, no greater alterations have been reported in the acoustic theory 
of speech, which still rests upon presentations made in the year 1960 (Fant 1960/1970). Those 
presentations play the lead tune in the traditional method of deriving acoustics from articulation, 
which will be the topic of the following section. 
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1.2. Deriving acoustics from articulation 

1.2.1. The traditional method 

The traditional method of calculating the formant pattern associated with a set of articulatory 
measurements goes by way of the ‘cross-sectional area function’ (Fant 1960/1970). A few years 
later Heinz and Stevens (1964) proposed a procedure that derives vocal tract cross-sectional 
areas from cross-distances. At each point in the vocal tract, the following formula (Equation 1) 
relates the mid-sagittal distance d to the area A of the cross-section at that particular point: 

A = αd β (Eq.1) 

where α and β are constants dependent on speaker and position along the vocal tract. In 
proposing the predictability of the cross-sectional area A from the cross-distance d, Heinz and 
Stevens assumed that the tongue’s surface is flat and that the upper contour of the vocal tract 
has a fixed shape at each point. They applied the formula to the whole vocal tract and derived 
area functions for 2D tracings made from cineradiographic film images (X-ray). The 7 steps of 
this method can be summarized as in Fig.1. 

A) X-ray profiles

B) Vocal tract midline

E) Area functions derived

F) Area functions run through software

G) Software returns formant frequencies

C) Mid-sagittal distances

D) Distance-to-area rules A= αdβ

 

Fig.1. The classical approach proposed by Heinz and Stevens (1964). Upper right: mid-sagittal 

profile (from the APEX model (Stark et al. 1996)2 ) showing vocal tract midline (red) and 

midsagittal distances (blue). Lower right: Area (green), distances (red) and frequencies for F1-F4 

(from APEX). 

Quite recently the performance of this method was thoroughly evaluated by Ericsdotter (2005), 
where the geometry of vocal tract cross-sectional areas during vowel articulations was 
systematically investigated. With the aid of MR images from two subjects articulating Swedish 
vowels, she was able to test Equation (1) at a number of locations both in the pharynx and in the 
oral cavity. By and large the method was found to be descriptively adequate. Ericsdotter found 

                                                      
2 see 1.2.2 on the APEX model 
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that the values of α and β varied with position in the vocal tract and between subjects. By taking 
vowel identity into account the area predictions were somewhat improved but only slightly so 
(p.155). It is interesting to note that Ericsdotter in fact found that a ‘roughening’ of the method, 
reducing the number of cross-sections, did not worsen the acoustic outcome appreciably 
(p.155). In her application (p.155), instead of using values of alfa and beta specific to each of 
the 14 cross-sections she limited their variation to equations for four and two regions 
respectively and also tested alfa and beta values that were fixed for the whole vocal tract. The 
possible implications of these findings will not be discussed here, suffice to say that they seem 
to indicate room for some further refinement. 

1.2.2. Rules of thumb 

Lindblom and Sundberg’s (1971) work describes how the movements of individual articulators 
influence the frequencies of F1, F2 and F3. Certain rules of thumb can be derived from this type 
of data that capture the nature of this mapping in a qualitative but tutorially useful way. These 
rules describe a fairly simple relationship between formant changes and variations in 
articulatory parameters such as the jaw, the front-back dimension of the tongue and the 
elevation of the tongue blade. Examples of such rules of thumb are:  

• F1 is controlled by the jaw 

• F2 is controlled by the front-back movements of the tongue body 

• F3 is controlled by the tongue blade (elevation opens a cavity under the tongue blade, 
which returns a low F3 in i.e. retroflexed articulation). 

Subsequent work on articulatory modeling, e.g. APEX (Stark et al. 1996) and other models 
(Maeda 1990), illustrate these relations. The APEX model was developed in response to a need 
for a more detailed understanding of the acoustic consequences of individual articulatory 
movements. Accordingly, APEX attempts to go beyond the three-parameter models (Stevens & 
House 1955; Fant 1960/1970) that represent the vocal tract in terms of three numbers defining 
its area function in terms of place of maximal constriction, area of constriction and a lip section. 
It is based on X-ray measurements from a single speaker, and comprises a system of rules that 
convert specifications for articulatory parameters into formant frequencies. The articulatory 
parameters are jaw opening, lip shape, larynx height, position and retraction/protrusion of the 
apex, and position and displacement of the tongue body from neutral. (See Stark et al. 1996 for 
further details). 

1.2.3. Rules of thumb illustrated by means of APEX 

To illustrate the first rule of thumb listed above: F1 vs. jaw, the APEX model was configured 
with neutral lip parameters and a fixed larynx height. The jaw opening was set to increase by 1 
mm steps from 5 to 23 mm. The test was run in three sets based on the three basic tongue 
shapes: The first set had the tongue body parameters produce an ‘i-tongue’, the second an ‘a-
tongue’ and the third a ‘u-tongue’ (see Fig.2, left column). For each set the first formant was 
derived, and plotted against the jaw opening (see Fig.2, right column). The F1 variations reveal 
a similar pattern for the three shapes: as the jaw opens, F1 increases in frequency. Although the 
actual frequency values are not the same for the different tongue configurations (see Fig.2, 
bottom right), the trend is consistent. Accordingly, we can conclude from this exercise that the 
degree of jaw opening is indeed a determinant of F1. 
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Fig.2. Left column: APEX configurations with an ‘i-tongue’ (top), ‘a-tongue’ (center) and ‘u-tongue’ 

(bottom); jaw aperture increasing in 1 mm steps from 5 to 23 mm in all three configurations. Right 

column: F1 derived in APEX vs. jaw opening, ‘i-tongue’ (blue), ‘a-tongue’ (green), ‘u-tongue’ (red). 

Inevitably this test brought about some further questions and ideas just waiting to be 
investigated. 

1.3. Questions that arise, objections and 
positive considerations 

The following questions arise: Would it be possible to express such rules of thumb more 
quantitatively? Suppose we have access to articulatory data, could we simplify the traditional 
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procedure (shown in Fig.1) by eliminating altogether the intermediate stages B-F, thus moving 
straight from A to G in 2 steps (see Fig.3 below)? 

 

 

 

 Fig.3. The method under investigation. 

How well would formants be predicted by such a drastic shortcut method? Will the accuracy of 
the predictions be satisfactory for various applications, say educational (teaching acoustic 
phonetics) and technical (articulatory synthesis), to name some? 

On the down side an immediate objection springs to mind: the well-documented non-linear and 
non-monotone nature of the relationship between articulation and acoustics (Fant 1960/1970; 
Stevens 1998), see Figs.4 and 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4. The non-linear articulatory-acoustic relationship. Adapted from Fant (1960/1970). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5. Left: An idealized monotone relationship between an acoustic and an articulatory parameter 

as the articulatory parameter is varied. Right: The actual relationship between acoustics and 

articulation revealing its non-monotone nature. Adapted from Stevens, K.N. (2003). 

However, there are also certain positive considerations to make. Two very favorable 
circumstances concerning the practicality of such an investigation lay at hand. First, the 
fortunate access to a unique collection of X-ray recordings with synchronically recorded sound 
(Branderud et al. 1998; Stark et al. 1999). By extracting parallel articulatory and acoustic 
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measurements, the opportunity opens for investigating the question raised earlier, and to, 
hopefully, give an empirical answer to how well formants can be predicted non-stop from 
articulatory data. 

Second, it might be useful to explore certain statistical techniques, for instance multiple 
regression analysis (MRA) which is a method that can be used to numerically relate a dependent 
variable (a formant frequency, for instance) to several independent variables (articulatory 
parameter values, for instance). The APEX exercise in 1.2.3, where the F1-jaw rule of thumb 
was illustrated, brought to light a correlation of some kind, although not straight forward, 
between F1 and jaw opening that alters with different tongue shapes (see Fig.2). Clearly the 
shape is another determinant of F1. Conceivably, if tongue shape could be quantified somehow, 
multiple regression analysis would seem a highly suitable tool, relating both determinants to the 
first formant.  

Importantly this method is not limited to linear regressions since independent variables could be 
defined as various mathematical functions of the articulatory parameters.  

On balance weighing the pros against the cons would seem to encourage the undertaking of 
such a study. 

1.4. The present study 

1.4.1. Aims 

The aim of this study is threefold. 

• Articulation: To extract articulatory data from an X-ray sequence of a male speaker and 
through evaluation select the articulatory parameters representing the speaker’s 
articulation. 

• Acoustics: To measure the formant frequencies in the synchronically recorded sound 
data and to synchronize sound and X-ray in such detail that a moment-by-moment 
(frame-by-frame) comparison will be possible. 

• Mapping articulation to formant patterns: With the results from the two above described 
studies at hand, to numerically explore what kind of relationships (linear or not) will 
reveal themselves. The investigatory focus will, for the purpose of the present report, be 
narrowed to the relationship between the first formant and articulatory movements. 

1.4.2. Author’s contribution 

The author’s own contribution to the work described in this study needs to be clarified. 

The author did not participate in the capture of X-ray images and sound. The credits should go 
solely to Branderud, P., Lundberg, H.-J., Lander, J., Djamshidpey, H., Wäneland, I., Krull, D. 
and Lindblom, B. (1998), and Stark, J., Ericsdotter, C., Branderud, P., Sundberg, J., Lundberg, 
H.-J. and Lander, J. (1999). 

The author did not do all the contour tracings. Credits should go to Stark, J., Ericsdotter, C., 
Lindblom, B., & Sundberg, J. (1998). 
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The author did, though, check the tracings by tracing contours from random X-ray images 
throughout the material, and by comparing own tracings to the previous ones, both visually and 
numerically. The difference turned out to be minimal and the author found that new contour 
tracings would be unnecessary and certainly not of higher quality than the previous ones. 

The author did add a new set of tracings for the lips in all images. This in order to meet the 
purposes of the current study. 

All other procedures described in this report were performed by the author. The procedures in 
quantifying the tongue contours were conducted as a replication of previous work (Lindblom 
2003). 

Björn Lindblom initiated and supervised the work with never ending enthusiasm and patience.
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2. Articulation 
This chapter will provide a detailed description of the X-ray database (2.1) as well as the 
analysis and preparations necessary for the purpose of the current study: X-ray analysis and data 
preparation, along with the special effort to quantify the tongue contours (2.2), articulatory 
analysis including the extraction and calculation of the articulatory parameters (2.3.1) and the 
evaluation of these parameters (2.3.2).  

2.1. Speech materials 

 Table 1: Speech material. (Parentheses indicate sounds not included in the analysis) 

Loud voice Normal voice 

Vowel JOHAN! Vowel b – context d – context ɡ - context 

/i://i://i://i:/    /i://i://i://i:/    /ˈi:bi:ˌ(pi:l)/ /ɛˈdi:/ /ɛˈɡi:/ 
/u://u://u://u:/    /u://u://u://u:/    /ˈu:bu:ˌ(pu:l)/ /ɛˈdu:(s)/ /ɛˈɡu:(s)/ 
////ɐ/ɐ/ɐ/ɐ/    

 
/ˈju: ɐ(n)/ 

////ɐ/ɐ/ɐ/ɐ/     /ɛˈdɐ(s:)/ /ɛˈɡɐ(st)/ 
   /e:/ /e:/ /e:/ /e:/    /ˈe:be:ˌ(pe:k)/ /ɛˈde:/ /ɛˈɡe:/ 
   / / / /ɒ:/ɒ:/ɒ:/ɒ:/    /ˈɒ:bɒ:ˌ(pɒ:r)/ /ɛˈdɒ:(l)/ /ɛˈɡɒ:(l)/ 
  ////ɔɔɔɔ////     /ɛˈdɔ(lk)/ /ɛˈɡɔ(lv)/ 
   /o:/ /o:/ /o:/ /o:/    /ˈo:bo:ˌ(po:l)/   
   /u:/ /u:/ /u:/ /u:/    /ˈu:bu:ˌ(pu:l)/ /ɛˈdu:(s)/ /ɛˈɡu:(s)/ 

 

Note that only the initial part of the words in the b-context was used. Furthermore, the final 
consonant in the d- and the ɡ-context, as well as in the one loud voice utterance, was not 
included in the analysis, (in parenthesis in Table 1).  

Another thing to note is the two different voice settings. All words except one were uttered in 
normal voice. The Swedish male name Johan (/juːɐ(n)/) was uttered in a very loud voice, 
shouted one might say. It was included to provide examples of more extreme articulatory 
movements. They cover the range between the corners of the vowel space from /j/ with a very 
high palatal tongue (similar to an /i/), to /u/ with strong protrusion of the lips and a high velar 
constriction and to a very open /ɐ/ and end with /n/, a more closed articulation with the tongue 
touching the hard palate (the last not included in the analysis). 

2.2. Articulatory data 

The articulatory data come from the X-ray database created in collaboration with the 
Department of Radiology at Danderyd Hospital, Stockholm (Branderud et al. 1998; Stark et al. 
1999). For this study a 20-second X-ray film of a Swedish male speaker was chosen. The 
images portraying a midsagittal articulatory profile were sampled at 50 frames/sec, each frame 
with a 3 ms exposure time. An enameled copper wire, 0.5 mm in diameter, was attached to the 
midsagittal contour of the hard palate of the speaker, in order to provide a distinct and constant 
reference contour common to all the frames. Furthermore, by having the subject swallow a 
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viscous liquid (barium sulphate), enhanced contrast of the vocal tract structures was achieved. 
Frames of a reference 20 by 20 mm grid were recorded as well for calibration purposes, (Fig.7). 

2.2.1. X-ray analysis and data preparation 

2.2.1.1. Contour tracings 

Manual tracings of all acoustically relevant structures were made using the OSIRIS software 
package (UIN/HCUG). The structures traced were the outlines of pharynx posterior wall, uvula, 
velum, hard palate (including upper incisor), tongue (root to tip), jaw (including lower incisor), 
epiglottis and larynx and the lips (Stark et al. 1998), see Fig. 6. The copper wire attached to the 
hard palate of the speaker, was manually traced in each image (see Fig.8). The individual grid 
lines were traced manually as well. 

 

Fig.6. X-ray image with contour tracings. Schwa. Fig.7. Reference grid. 

2.2.1.2. Pixel to mm conversion 

To convert the measurements to real mm-distances and to correct for optical distortion, the 
calibration grid was used. The raw pixel data from the tracings were extracted using the PAPEX 
software (Branderud 2002). The slightly curved shape of each reference line was described by 
means of a polynomial equation specifying in millimeters each pixel’s location relative to the 
origin of the image at the upper left corner. The same sets of equations were then used to 
calibrate the pixel values of all traced contours. 

2.2.1.3. Correcting for head movements: Rotation and translation of images 

To compensate for the subject’s head movements, one of the images was chosen as the 
reference image. The copper wire on the hard palate of the speaker appears as the yellow line in 
Fig. 8. Two reference points were decided upon: tip of upper incisor and the wire’s highest 
point (red solid circles in Fig.8). These maxilla points provided sufficient information to line up 
all images so that their copper wire contours would coincide with the location and orientation of 
the reference wire thereby achieving the desired hard palate contour fit. 
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Fig.8. Preparations for head movement corrections. Yellow line: Tracings of the copper wire 

attached to the hard palate. Red solid circles: Reference points. /e:/ from /e:be:(pe:k)/. 

2.2.2. Quantifying the tongue contours 

Quantifying the shape of tongue contours presents a challenge but methods based on factor 
analysis (Harshman et al. 1977), linear components (Maeda 1990) and Fourier analysis 
(Liljencrants 1971) have been applied with success. The solution chosen here was to specify the 
tongue contours in terms of Principal Components (Lindblom 2003). Using this method 
(henceforth PCA) allows the investigator to recreate individual observed contours as a weighted 
sum of the principal components extracted. 

The input to the PCA was a matrix derived from the x- and y-coordinates of the individual 
tongue contours. The data processing undertaken to construct this table involved (i) specifying 
all contours in a jaw-based coordinate system (see 2.2.2.1), and (ii) resampling them in terms of 
25 ‘flesh-points’ equidistantly spaced along the tongue (see 2.2.2.2). The pre-processing also 
included calculating the difference between each contour and the mean contour. The input 
matrix was based on 411 images, the 363 X-ray profiles chosen explicitly for the current study, 
with the addition of 48 frames from the same X-ray film (Lindblom 2003). This extended basis 
for the PCA is hoped to provide a more solid outcome.  

The output of this method is a small set of principal components, a table of scale factors 
describing the weight each principal component carries in any given contour, and the variance 
accounted for by each principal component (see 2.2.2.3). The accuracy of the description is 
determined by how many principal components are chosen, the more components, the higher 
the numerical accuracy. According to Lindblom (2003) 1 component was found to account for 
85.7% of the total variance, while 2 components accounted for 96.3%. Consequently, the 
present study uses 2 principal components. 

2.2.2.1. Jaw-based coordinate system 

Developed to study the relationship between individual parameters and formant patterns, the 
APEX model uses a jaw-based rather than maxilla-based coordinate system for the specification 
of tongue shapes. This approach was followed in the present study as well. The first step was to 
manually trace the jaw contour in each image using following three points: i) the tip of the 
lower incisor, ii) a point near the tip (protuberantia mentalis) of the mandible and iii) a point at 
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the intersection between jaw body contour (corpus mandibulae) and a line running from ii) 
tangentially to the jaw contour (see Fig.9). 

 

Fig.9. Tracings of tongue and jaw (thin and thick yellow line). Reference points for jaw tracings 

(red solid circles). Schwa. 

An example of the collected data is shown in Fig.10. The effect of the rotation was to make the 
line between the tip of lower incisor and the tip of the mandible perpendicular to the x-axis 
(Fig.11). 
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 Fig.10. Jaw and tongue data plotted. Fig.11. Angle of rotation applied. 

2.2.2.2. Tongue contour data resampled 

The tracing method produced a number of sample points that tended to vary in number from 
frame to frame and that were rarely equidistant (see Fig.12). For the purpose of the PCA every 
contour was therefore resampled as follows: Total contour length was first measured by 
summing linear distances between adjacent points on the contour. The x- and y-coordinates of 
each contour were plotted separately as a function of cumulative contour length (Figs. 12 and 
13). High-order polynomials were fitted to these plots to provide separate equations for the x- 
and y-coordinates as a function of cumulative length (red dots in Figs. 13 and 14). Step size was 
determined by dividing total length by the desired number of points, the present analyses using 
25 points. New x and y equidistant coordinate values (red dots in Fig.15) were then computed 
using the polynomial expressions, producing 25 resampled equidistant ‘flesh-points’. For each 
of these 25 ‘flesh-points’ a mean value over all 411 contours was calculated. The difference 
between this ‘mean tongue contour’ and each traced tongue contour served as the input for the 
PCA, see the following section. 
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Fig.12. Jaw-based tongue contour as Fig.13. Measured (black) and computed (red), 

measured from X-ray image. Schwa. ‘equidistant’ x-values of 25 ‘flesh-points’. 
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Fig.14. Measured (black) and computed (red), Fig.15. Resampled tongue contour (red), 

‘equidistant’ y-values of 25 ‘flesh-points’ ‘old’ measured contour (black circles). 

2.2.2.3. Principal component analysis of tongue data  

The analysis was performed in Minitab (Minitab Inc.) The resampled and jaw-based tongue 
contours were specified in terms of principal components derived from a sample based on 411 
tongue contours. For each of the 25 equidistant ‘flesh-points’ described in 2.2.2.2 a mean value 
over all 411 contours was calculated. The difference between this ‘mean tongue contour’ and 
each traced tongue contour was derived. The input to the PCA was a matrix in which the 
columns corresponded to these deviations values for the 25 ‘flesh-points’; the rows contained 
information identifying individual tongue contours. Since the specification of each ‘flesh-point’ 
requires two numbers (x and y), there were twice as many rows as contours. Accordingly, the 
data fed into the analysis was an 822-by-25 matrix. This format had the convenience of 
automatically sorting the output into two sets: one consisting of the horizontal ‘weights’ (for the 
x coordinates) and the other containing the vertical ‘weights’ (for the y coordinates). (See 
Lindblom 2003 for further details on the method).  

The PCA returned principal components, basic tongue contours, and weights, specific to each 
PC, specifying the relative contribution of each PC to the current contour. Accordingly, the 25 
‘flesh-points’ of an observed shape, s(i,x,v), can be recovered by equation 2:  

 s(i,x,v) = S(x,v) + w1(i,v)*PC1(x) + w2(i,v)*PC2(x) +… (Eq.2) 
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where x is ‘flesh-point’ number, i identifies the profile and v chooses between x- and y-
coordinates. The S(x,v) term is the mean value of the x-and y-coordinates for each ‘flesh-point’ 
number. The PC(x) terms are the numerically derived underlying tongue shapes which, 
weighted by the w coefficients and summed, generate the contour under examination. The 
formula expresses the idea that any observed contour is a linear combination of a set of basic 
shapes. Interesting to note is that the ‘basic shapes’ returned by the PC-analysis are similar to 
/i/-, /a/- and /u/-shapes, possibly reflecting the fact that vowel articulation is controlled by an 
interaction among primarily three external muscles (Maeda & Honda 1994): posterior 
genioglossus dominant for [i], styloglossus for [u], and the hyoglossus for [ɐ]. 

In the present multiple regressions the description of the tongue (and thus the definition of the 
TONGUE parameter) is limited to four numbers derived from the horizontal and the vertical 
sets of the first two Principal Components. 

2.3. Articulatory analysis 

The purpose of the articulatory analysis was to decide upon articulatory parameters as input for 
the multiple regression analysis, extract the necessary measurements from the articulatory data 
and measure and/or calculate the parameters. 

In the classical work on vocal tract modeling (Fant 1960/1970) the location of the main 
constriction, the size of that constriction and the length and the opening area of the lip section 
have been shown to be important determinants of the output formant pattern. Bearing such 
findings in mind the parameters listed in Table 2 were chosen for the articulatory analyses. 

Table 2. Articulatory parameters 

Articulatory parameters Description/calculation 
JAW Jaw Distance Incisors relative to clench 

VS Vertical Midsagittal distance 

LOC Location Innermost Point of Contact – Incisor superior 

LENGTH Lip (Upper lip + Lower lip)/2 – IPC 

TONGUE Tongue 2 Principal Components 

LX Larynx Vertical distance Inc.Sup – Larynx posterior 

PHX I Pharynx Slope 

PHX II Pharynx Intercept 

 

In order to elicit the chosen parameters from the X-ray images, the following points were 
extracted from the tracings (see Fig.16): 

• Upper incisor (IncSup), reference point for Location mouth corner, Lip length, Larynx 
height, Jaw opening and Pharynx I and II (red dot) 

• Lower incisor (IncInf), reference point for Jaw opening (red square) 
• Points where lips meet on closure (yellow dots) 
• Innermost point of lip contact (IPC) (blue dot)  
• Pharynx’s posterior wall, highest and lowest point (cyan dots) 
• Larynx’s posteriormost and lowest point (LXpost) (light green dot) 
• Tongue contour (grey) 
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 Fig.16. Tracing points as basis for the articulatory parameters. 

2.3.1. Articulatory parameters 

The articulatory parameters serving as input for the multiple regression analysis are presented 
here, together with the measurements and/or calculations needed for each of the parameters. At 
the end of the section one encounters a summary of the parameters in a diagram (Fig.18). 

2.3.1.1. Jaw opening parameter (JAW) (red line in Fig.18) 

The JAW opening parameter is defined as the vertical distance between the upper and the lower 
incisors, relative to the distance between clenched teeth, the latter being defined as zero. The 
parameter is calculated using the tip of the upper incisor (IncSup) together with the tip of the 
lower incisor (IncInf): 

(y-value of upper incisor – y-value of lower incisor) 

- clench[y-value of upper incisor – y-value of lower incisor] (Eq.3) 

The lip section was described in terms of three parameters: the vertical separation of the lips, 
location of the mouth corner relative to the upper incisor (protrusion of the lips) and lip length, 
see following sections. 

2.3.1.2. Vertical separation parameter (VS) (yellow line in Fig.18) 

The Vertical Separation of lips is defined as the Euclidean distance between a specific point in 
the outline of the upper and the lower lip respectively, where the lips meet on first contact. 
Initially an X-ray frame showing a resting position (not clench) was chosen to define these 
points. It became clear, however, that the lips (at least of this particular speaker) show a 
different meeting pattern in speech, compared to that of resting. Therefore, a different X-ray 
frame was chosen as a reference frame, this time from the fluent speech part of the recordings. 
In this frame, the lips make contact in the closing of a bilabial consonant. A specific point on 
both lips, where they meet on first contact, was decided on. Through thorough comparison with 
this reference frame, these specific contact points were located in each of the remaining X-ray 
frames. Finally the parameter itself was calculated from the reference points as follows: 
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SQRT((x-value of lower lip meeting point - x-value of upper lip meeting point)^2 

+(y-value of lower lip meeting point – y-value of upper lip meeting point)^2) (Eq.4) 

2.3.1.3. Location mouth corner parameter (LOC) (fuchsia line in Fig.18) 

The LOCation mouth corner parameter is defined as the location of the mouth corner relative to 
the upper incisors. It is calculated by subtracting the innermost point of lip contact (IPC) from 
the tip of the upper incisor (IncSup). Spread lips get a negative LOC value, protruded lips a 
positive value. 

(x-value of upper incisor -  x-value of IPC)  (Eq.5) 

2.3.1.4. Lip length parameter (LENGTH) (blue line in Fig.18)  

The lip LENGTH parameter is defined as the degree of protrusion of the lips relative to the 
mouth corner. This parameter is calculated in the following fashion: The innermost point of lip 
contact (IPC) is subtracted from the average of the x-values of the two lip meeting reference 
points (one from each lip, see Vertical Separation). 

AVERAGE(x-value of  lower lip meeting point: x-value of upper lip meeting point) 

- (x-value of IPC) (Eq.6) 

2.3.1.5. Larynx height (LX) (green dotted lines and arrows in Fig.18) 

The LarynX height parameter is defined as the vertical distance between the horizontal plane 
through the tip of the upper incisor and the horizontal plane through the posteriormost point of 
the larynx contour (see Fig.17): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig.17. Larynx height parameter 

The parameter is calculated as thus: 

(y-value of upper incisor -  y-value of LXpost) (Eq.7) 

2.3.1.6. Pharynx back wall I and II (PHX I and II) (cyan line and equation in Fig.18) 

The PHarynX parameters aim to approximate the posterior wall of the pharynx. Here pharynx 
refers to all three divisions in the classical approach (Kaplan 1960) of defining the different 
vertical divisions of the pharynx: nasopharynx, oropharynx and laryngopharynx. The pharynx 
back wall in the current study refers thus to a stretch extending from the part of the pharynx 
posterior to the velum down to the interarytenoid notch (see cyan dots in Fig.18). 
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Movements of the back wall of the pharynx would affect the posterior vocal tract volumes and 
could hence also influence the acoustic output.  

In her thesis, Ericsdotter (2005) notes the following on pharyngeal wall changes as observed in 
both MR images and X-ray films. “[T]he pharyngeal wall changes seem to be connected to head 
movement, jaw opening or both, since these interact.[…] On the X-ray sequence from a word 
spoken with increased vocal effort [(the very same as in this study)], some pharyngeal wall 
movements were also found, but in normal running speech, only very small movements could 
be detected.” Magen et al. (2003) used MRI and X-ray in investigating distances in the 
pharyngeal area. They found that the posterior wall shows very little movement during the 
utterance of different vowel qualities, consonants, sustained and running speech, isolated words 
and sentences. The movements that occurred were attributed to non-speech variables. 

Observations similar to that of Ericsdotter (2005) were made in the current study. Since 
movements of the pharynx back wall were obvious in the loud voice material it was decided to 
create a parameter assigned to quantify such movements throughout the whole material, normal 
voice as well as loud voice. 

In order to capture the position and orientation of the pharynx posterior wall, the highest and the 
lowest point in the pharynx wall were extracted from the tracings. A straight trend line (cyan 
line in Fig.18) connects those two points, its slope and intercepts serving as Pharynx back wall I 
and II respectively (cyan equation in Fig.18). 

2.3.1.7. Tongue parameter (TONGUE) 

As described above, tongue shape is defined in terms of four numbers derived from the 
horizontal and the vertical sets of the first two Principal Components. The diagram illustrating 
the choice of parameters (Fig.18) shows the ‘raw’ tongue contour tracings prior to jaw-
coordination and resampling. The grey line does thus not represent the tongue parameter as 
such. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.18. Articulatory parameters. JAW (red), VS (yellow), LENGTH (blue), LOC (fuchsia), LX (green 

dotted lines and arrows), PHX (cyan line and equations). Grey line: the ‘raw’ tongue contour 

tracings. 
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2.3.2. Analysis of the articulatory parameters over time 

In this section, the time variations of all the articulatory parameters are analyzed in preparation 
for the multiple regression analysis. A short description will be given of each parameter’s 
behavior in V1, the occlusion and V2 in normal voice words, as well as the loud voice 
utterance. What each parameter can be said to mirror in terms of traditional phonetic 
descriptions will be attended to, as well as the question of coarticulation between the different 
segments. 

The purpose of this analysis is to provide a graphic overview of the articulatory parameters. The 
parameters were originally chosen on basis of what is thought to be acoustically relevant in the 
supraglottal region. The analysis at hand will hopefully show that these parameters mirror some 
various traits known and recognized in traditional phonetic description of articulatory 
movements and will, as such, be representative for the articulation in the model. The analysis 
should also unveil if too strong a correlation exists between any of the parameters, in which case 
the affected parameters will be culled. 

The time variations of F1 and all the articulatory parameters are gathered in Figs.21-23. For 
further insight each parameter’s peak values are plotted against the corresponding JAW values, 
in Figs.24 -26. 

2.3.2.1. Target frame values vs. peak values 

Target frames were chosen on acoustic basis using the traditional method of measuring the 
formants in mid-vowel. The detailed examination of the time variations of the articulatory 
parameters led to light an interesting, though not altogether unexpected observation. The 
parameters do not reach their own individual targets (or peak values) simultaneously; the 
acoustically chosen target frames do thus not necessarily contain peak values from any 
parameter at all. Instead, the acoustically manifested target seems to be a combinatory product 
of all the parameters, each one in a different state of approaching or retreating from its own 
target/peak.  
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Fig.19. Time variations of the JAW parameter in /ɛˈdɐ(sː)/. Red vertical lines: occlusion boundaries. 

Grey dotted vertical lines: target frames. 

The time variations of the JAW parameter in /ɛˈdɐ(sː)/ (Fig.19) gives a good example of this 
mismatch between the target frame and peak. The jaw reaches its most open state at 210 ms, 
while the frame chosen as the vowel target is at 270 ms, see the rightmost vertical grey dotted 
line in Fig.19. In the time elapsed the jaw has risen from 7.93 mm to 5.6 mm, thus giving us the 
impression of a higher jaw in /ɐ/ if we were to solely rely on the target frame. Each parameter’s 
peak value in each segment will be considered this particular parameter’s ‘target’ (peak) and 
will be used as input in the analysis. Lastly, throughout all the handling of the parameters a 
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proviso concerning the meagre data should be kept in mind. While the multiple regression 
analysis is based on the entire number of all the measurements from 289 X-ray profiles, the 
analysis of a single parameter in the target frames of a single consonant context is down to the 
number of utterances in that context. Such an analysis is of course never of any statistical 
weight, and should more than anything else be regarded as a description of the speech behavior 
of this particular speaker. 

2.3.2.2. JAW (black lines in Fig.21, 2nd fr. top) 

The analysis of the time variations of the JAW parameter shows that it reflects the traditional 
phonetic open-closed continuum of vowels. Fig.20 captures this quite nicely, the classical 
quadrilateral vowel chart emerging from the peak values in each vowel segment plotted against 
the corresponding F2 values. 

The occlusion, as contrasted to the vowel segments, is reflected in the d- and ɡ-context. The 
three different consonants shine through in the jaw’s vertical position, with the highest jaw in 
/d/, the lowest in /b/ and /ɡ/ in between. This difference is reflected throughout the whole VCV 
utterance in d- and ɡ-context. 

The anticipatory coarticulation for C2 is strongest for the following /s/, strongest in /ɐ/ and 
stronger in ɡ- compared to d-context. 

The time variations of JAW in the loud voice utterance mirror ‘i’ (/j/) and /ɐ/, the last showing 
greatly exaggerated jaw opening, and an anticipatory raising of the jaw in preparation for the 
following, yet not analyzed, /n/. 
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Fig.20. Peak values of the JAW parameter in V2 segment in the normal voice words + V1 in b-

words vs. the corresponding F2 frequency values. b-words V2: circles; d-words V2: triangles; 

ɡ-words V2: squares; b-words V1: rhombs. Blue: /i/, yellow: /e/, cyan /ɐ/, fuchsia: /ɒ/, green: /ɔ/, 

lilac: /o/, orange: /u/. 
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Fig.21. Time variations of F1 and the articulatory parameters representing the mouth opening: 

JAW and VS. Red part of lines: occlusion. Thicker line in each diagram: loud voice utterance. 
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Fig.22. Time variations of F1 and the articulatory parameters representing the action of the lips: 

VS, LOC and LENGTH. Red part of lines: occlusion. Thicker line in each diagram: loud voice 

utterance. Dotted horizontal line: zero on y-axis. 
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Fig.23. Time variations of F1 and the articulatory parameters representing the action of larynx, 

pharynx posterior wall and tongue: LX, PHX II, TONGUE ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’. Red part of 

lines: occlusion. Thicker line in each diagram: loud voice utterance. Dotted horizontal line: zero on 

y-axis. 
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Fig.25. Articulatory parameters over JAW: LX and PHX II. Grey: All profiles within each context. Colored symbols: Peak values in vowels. Filled symbols: stressed 
Vs, empty symbols: unstressed Vs. Blue: /i/, yellow: /e/; cyan: /Ǡ/; fuchsia: /Ǣ/; green: /Ǥ/; lilac: /o/; orange: /u/. From left: b-words, d-words, Ǳ-words and loud
voice utterance with b-words.
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Fig.26. Articulatory parameters over JAW: Tongue ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’. Grey: All profiles within each context. Colored symbols: Peak values in vowels. Filled 
symbols: stressed Vs, empty symbols: unstressed Vs. Blue: /i/, yellow: /e/; cyan: /Ǡ/; fuchsia: /Ǣ/; green: /Ǥ/; lilac: /o/; orange: /u/. From left: b-words, d-words, 
Ǳ-words and loud voice utterance with b-words.
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2.3.2.3. VS (green lines in Fig.21, bottom; Fig.22, 2nd fr.top) 

Instead of the anticipated open-closed continuum, the time variations of the VS parameter seem 
to rather mirror the rounded-spread continuum of vowels, although not altogether straight 
forward. The most open of the vowels, /ɒ/, groups together with the unrounded vowels in b-
context, with the rounded in ɡ-context and somewhere in between in d-context, see fuchsia 
symbols in Fig 24, top row. 

The occlusion, as contrasted to the vowel segments, is reflected quite expectedly very clearly in 
the bilabial b-context. The occlusion in d- and ɡ-context is mirrored too, though not in all 
words, the exceptions being d-words containing the most rounded and closed vowels, and 
rounded ɡ-words. Difference between the three consonants is reflected through the lip 
separation, with the least separation (zero) in /b/, then /d/ and /ɡ/ in that order. 

The anticipatory coarticulation for C2 is strongest in b-context; strongest for the following /s/, 
and stronger in ɡ- compared to d-context. 

The time variations of VS in the loud voice utterance mirror "i" (/j/), /u/ and /ɐ/, the last showing 
greatly exaggerated lip separation. 

2.3.2.4. LOC (blue lines in Fig.22, 3d fr.top) 

The time variations of the LOC parameter reflect the rounded (or protruded)-spread continuum. 

The occlusion is mirrored only in the b-words with spread vowels as V2. In the occlusion of d- 
and ɡ-words we see a continuing protruding movement that starts much earlier, the protruding 
trait of the second vowel is thus being apprehended as early as in the beginning of the word. The 
three different consonants shine through in the location of the innermost point of contact (IPC) 
of the lips: most anterior in /b/, much more posterior in /d/ and /ɡ/. 

The anticipatory coarticulation for C2 can be seen in b-unrounded and d-/ɡ-rounded. 

The time variations of LOC in the loud voice utterance mirror /u/ and /ɐ/, the last showing a bit 
exaggerated posteriorwise movement, and an anticipatory anteriorwise movement of IPC in 
preparation for the following /n/. 

2.3.2.5. LENGTH (fuchsia lines in Fig.22, bottom) 

The analysis of the time variations of the LENGTH parameter led to light a strong correlation 
with the LOC parameter, R2 = 0.96. See Fig.27, where the lip parameters are plotted against 
each other as well as against the JAW in search for a possible covariation. 

From Fig.27 we may conclude that it is not justified to keep the LENGTH parameter. Its almost 
perfect correlation with the LOC parameter (Fig.27 bottom right) makes it redundant in the 
model and most likely directly unsuitable for the regression analysis. Although there is also 
correlation between the VS and the LOC parameter (bottom left), both of these parameters will 
be kept in the model. The reason is twofold: The more detailed analysis of single words has 
shown that the LOC/VS correlation is strongest for the loud voice utterance alone (R2 = 0.91). If 
we divide the speech material into words containing rounded and unrounded vowels, we see that 
the correlation is much weaker for the rounded group (R2 = 0.48 compared to R2 = 0.78 
unrounded). The consonant context seems to matter too: ɡ-words (R2 = 0.87), d-words (R2 = 
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0.6), b-words (R2 = 0.4). In addition, the VS parameter is the only parameter (apart from 
LENGTH, which will be discarded) that contains direct information on lip closure. 
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Fig 27: Top left: VS/JAW. Top right: LOC/JAW. Bottom left: LOC/VS. Bottom right: LENGTH/LOC. 

Grey: All words (normal and loud voice). Pink: Normal voice words. 

2.3.2.6. LX (grey lines in Fig.23, 2nd fr. top) 

The time variations of the LX parameter reflect the same/near-same /ɛ/ in d- and ɡ-V1 as 
opposed to the different vowel identities in b-context V1. The most open vowels in each 
consonant context, /ɒ/ and /ɐ/, uphold the highest larynx position, whereas the most rounded and 
closed vowel displays the lowest position. This applies to normal as well as loud voice. A 
reverse correlation with the JAW parameter has been ruled out, R2 = 0.01 (all words), 0.04 (loud 
voice). 

2.3.2.7. PHX I and II (PHX II shown as blue green lines in Fig.23, 3d fr. top) 

The analysis of the time variations of the two PHX parameters led to light an intra-correlation of 
R2 = 0.80 (all words), see Fig.28. 
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Fig 28: PHX II vs. PHX I. Grey: All words (normal and loud voice). Pink: Normal voice words. 

Both parameters mirror more disparate values within V1 and occlusion for the b-words 
compared to the corresponding segments, especially in the ɡ-words. It is tempting to assign this 
difference to the difference in vowel identity between on one hand the b-words, and d- and ɡ-
words on the other. Different ‘levels’ for the three consonant contexts are quite clear: b-words 
show the highest values in terms of slope and intercept, d-words the lowest values, ɡ-words in 
between. Apart from these observations, it is difficult to discern any patterns in the behavior of 
the PHX parameter in normal voice. 

In the loud voice utterance, the parameters show a strong correlation with JAW (R2 = 0.89 
each). The original decision to include the pharynx posterior wall in the measurements was 
partly based on the great displacement of the wall noted in the loud voice utterance. Perhaps this 
displacement is a direct artifact of the physiology of an exaggerated jaw opening and as such 
mirrors no additional articulatory information. 

2.3.2.8. TONGUE 

There are two aspects of the TONGUE parameter that are wise to keep in mind: Firstly, we have 
to remember that the TONGUE parameter is jaw based. In the data preparations the jaw tracings 
were translated and rotated in order to place the incisor inferior at origo, and the tip of the chin 
at zero on the y-axis. All the tongue tracings, jaw based as we decided to keep them, followed in 
this translation and rotation. The rotation messes up a bit the directions of the tongue’s 
movements as we think of them in real-life. 

Secondly, we have to remember that the output of the principal component analysis (PCA) of 
the tongue’s contour is in fact based on the deviation from a mean tongue contour. The weights 
(‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’) represent the outcome of the PCA on the x-coordinates 
(‘horizontal’) and the y-coordinates (‘vertical’) of the tracings of the tongue originally done in 
the X-ray profiles. The whole tongue contour from each of the profiles is through this data 
reducing analysis boiled down to two numbers represented by the two weights. PC1, the first 
principal component, accounts for as much of the variability in the data as possible, and PC2, 
the succeeding component, accounts for as much of the remaining variability as possible. The 
‘horizontal’ and the ‘vertical’ weights thus represent the same raw data respectively. 
Consequently, to get the full picture imbedded in the two principal components, it might be 
useful to take a look at the PCs combined. The results from the analysis of the TONGUE 
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parameter presented here are all based on the two PC values for each of the ‘directions’ added to 
one another (PC1+2). 

2.3.2.9. ‘horizontal’ (x) (white lines on grey background in Fig.23, 2nd fr. bottom) 

The time variations of the ‘horizontal’ weights (PC1+2) reflect the front-back continuum of 
vowels. 

By moving the TONGUE ‘horizontal’ to the horizontal axis and placing the JAW on the vertical 
axis (Fig.29), we get a pattern strongly resembling the quadrilateral vowel chart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.29. JAW vs. TONGUE ‘horizontal’ (peak values) normal voice. Blue: /i/, yellow: /e/, cyan /ɐ /, 

fuchsia: /ɒ /, green: /ɔ /, lilac: /o/ orange:/u/. 

The occlusion, as a mid-positioned segment between vowels, is mirrored as an anteriorwise 
movement in d-words, whereas in the ɡ-words the front-back division of the following V2 is 
present already from the start of the occlusion. The different consonants are reflected as follows: 
/b/ same position as the surrounding Vs, /d/ most fronted position and /ɡ/ more backed position 
compared to /d/. This difference shines even through in V2, the vowels in d-context showing a 
more fronted placement. 

The anticipatory coarticulation for C2 is present in back vowels and /ɐ/ in d-context 
(anteriorwise movement in preparation for the following tongue blade consonant), and stronger 
in ɡ-context compared to d-words. 

The time variations in the loud voice utterance show a movement from a fronted position (/j/) to 
a back position (/u/) and lastly to a more central position (/ɐ/). 

2.3.2.10. ‘vertical’ (y) (orange lines in Fig.23, bottom) 

The time variations of the ‘vertical’ weights (PC1+2) reflect both the expected open closed 
continuum as well as the front-back continuum with a sharp division between the closed and 
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front /i/ and /e/ and the rest of the vowels, see Fig.30. The explanation to this twofold mirroring 
of traits is most probably to be sought in the jaw based and rotated origins of the parameter. 

The occlusion is reflected as down/back movement in the most closed and front b-vowels, as a 
‘fish-tail’ pattern (movement towards a common locus/target) in d-words, and as an up/front 
movement in ɡ-words. The different consonants are reflected as follows: /b/ same position as 
the surrounding Vs, /ɡ/ more closed/fronted position compared to /d/. This last mentioned 
‘surprise’ confirms our belief that the ‘vertical’ weights of the TONGUE parameter do not 
reflect the expected vertical movements of the tongue in any simple, straight forward way. 

The anticipatory coarticulation for C2 follows the same pattern as in ‘horizontal’: present in the 
back vowels and /ɐ/ in d-context (upward/anteriorwise movement in preparation for the 
following tongue blade consonant). 

The time variations for the loud voice utterance reflect a movement from a closed/front position 
(/j/) to a back/low position which is held through both /u/ and /ɐ/. By the time we know that the 
speaker is articulating the open /ɐ/ (at 200 ms in Fig.21, 2nd fr.top), the ‘vertical’ is already on 
its way back to lower values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.30. TONGUE ‘vertical’ vs. ’horizontal’ (peak values) normal voice. Blue: /i/, yellow: /e/, cyan: 

/ɐ/, fuchsia: /ɒ/, green: /ɔ/, lilac: /o/ orange: /u/. 

Fig.30 shows TONGUE ‘horizontal’ vs. ‘vertical’. Again we may note a resemblance to the 
phonetic vowel chart; even so the above discussed skewness in the ‘vertical’ shows itself 
clearly. 

2.3.2.11. Summary 

The results from the time variation analysis of the articulatory parameters can be summarized as 
follows: 
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Table 3. Phonetic traits mirrored in each of the articulatory parameters. Size of X indicates the 

strength of the information. Grey cells: strongest reflection. Two rightmost columns: parameters 

omitted from the MRA. Final set of parameters within black borders. 

 JAW VS LOC LX TONGUE 

‘horizontal’ 

TONGUE 

 ‘vertical’ 

LENGTH PHX 

I&II 

Open-closed X   x  x   

Front-back    x X x   

Rounded-spread  x X x   X  

/b//b//b//b/    x X x  X x x  

/d//d//d//d/    x x   X X   

////ɡ/ɡ/ɡ/ɡ/    x x    x   

 

Due to the strong correlation with the LOC parameter, the LENGTH parameter will be omitted 
from the model (faded in Table 3). The PHX parameters (faded in Table 3) meet the same fate 
taking into account the inconclusive information they provide, as well as the strong correlation 
with JAW in the loud voice utterance. The final set of parameters that will serve as input in the 
multiple regression analysis is: JAW, VS, LOC, LX and the two TONGUE parameters (within 
black borders in Table 3). 
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3. Acoustics 

3.1. Sound data 

The acoustic data come from the recordings simultaneously collected together with the X-ray 
images. The sound was recorded on a DAT channel and at a later stage digitized to a computer 
hard drive. For further details on the method, see Branderud et al. (1998). 

3.2. Acoustic measurements 

Various methods were tested. The aim was to achieve formant measurements sampled in a 
resolution compatible to the synchronizing procedure, see 3.3. Due to the swift time variations 
of the formants in the vowel transitions, it came down to manual glottis pulse-by-glottis pulse 
measurements of the first three formants. The measurements were performed in Soundswell 
4.00.30 (Hitech Development AB), using the Spectrogram Tool with FFT-points of 128/512, 
bandwidth of 250 Hz, Hanning window of 8 ms. 

3.3. Synchronizing articulatory and acoustical 
data 

To avoid errors due to not sufficiently synchronized data, a great deal of effort was put into the 
synchronization procedure between the acoustic data and the X-ray film.  

The setup of the recordings included an X-ray detector placed in sight of the camera. The 
detector produced an analog output signal corresponding to the radiation intensity. This signal 
was recorded on a DAT channel separate from the channel assigned to recording the speech 
sounds (for further details on the method, see Branderud et al. 1998). For every X-ray image a 
3-ms pulse was obtained. 

The synchronization was done numerically by finding the best line-up between the time points 
of acoustic segment boundaries and the synch pulses corresponding to the individual images. 
Given the exposure time of 3 ms for each X-ray profile and the detailed pulse-by-pulse formant 
measurements, the error of the synchronization procedure is estimated at no more than 3-4 ms. 
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4. Mapping articulation to 
formant patterns 

In this chapter the results from the current study are presented. The presentation begins with a 
section (4.1) looking into the relationship between F1 and jaw movements and the in the 
literature (Fant 1960/1970; Stevens 1998) stated non-linearity of that relationship. In the section 
to follow (4.2), the results from the multiple regression analysis are presented. 

4.1. The relationship between F1 and jaw 
movements 

As being the immediate objection that comes to mind when considering a direct connection 
between acoustics and articulation, the non-linear nature of the articulatory-acoustic relationship 
is worth looking into. The relationship between F1 and the jaw is illustrated as it manifests itself 
in the current material; furthermore, some sources of the discrepancy revealed are sought for. 

4.1.1. 1st rule of thumb taken literally 

If one were to take the rule of thumb, stating relationship between F1 and the jaw, straight 
forward and apply it directly on the material of the current study, Fig.31 would be the outcome. 

The plotting reveals a poor correlation between the acoustics and the articulation, thus 
confirming earlier findings about the non-linear nature of the articulatory-acoustic relationship. 
The jaw movements ranging up to almost 26 mm are measurements originating in the one 
utterance in loud voice. Interesting to note is the seemingly better acoustic-articulatory 
correlation in parts of that word compared to all the other words uttered in normal voice. 
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Fig.31. Frequency measurements for F1 shown plotted against jaw movement data for all words. 
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4.1.2. Examination of single words: sources of the discrepancy 

between acoustics and articulation 

Single words were examined in order to seek some of the sources of the poor correlation. This 
examination led to the discovery of a general trend throughout the material, particularly the b-
context: F1 is independent of jaw position during the stop closure. In Fig.32 the time variations 
of F1 and JAW are shown for /e:be:(pe:k)/. In the occlusion (bordered by red vertical lines) a 
clear discrepancy between acoustics and articulation can be observed: F1 takes a dive while the 
JAW shows hardly any movement at all. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 32. Time variations for F1 and JAW in /e:be:(pe:k)/. Red vertical lines: occlusion border. Grey 

dotted vertical lines: acoustic target. 

The examination of single words revealed another source of discrepancy between articulation 
and acoustics, namely the post-target articulatory action in vowels preceding tongue blade 
consonants. Here a small reminder of the material is in its place: the final segments were not 
included in the analysis. Nonetheless, as we see here (Fig.33), the presence of this final 
consonant announces itself aforehand in the preceding vowel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.33: Time variations for F1 and JAW, /ɛˈdɐ(sː) / and /ɛˈɡɔ(lv) /. Red vertical lines: occlusion 

border. Grey dotted vertical lines: acoustic target. 
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Figure 33 gives a closer view of the anticipation of the final consonant. Here F1 stays put, while 
the JAW exhibits a steep rise presumable in preparation for the following consonants, /s/ and /l/ 
respectively. Note that the rise for /s/ is both steeper and initiated much earlier in the vowel 
compared to /l/. We know that jaw positions in consonants tend to be high compared to those of 
vowels. In particular the articulation of /s/ demands a high and steady jaw (Keating et al. 1994). 

These examples help us understand why jaw position alone is a poor predictor of F1 frequency. 
They also suggest the use of a method enabling the consideration of other articulatory factors 
besides jaw position. 

4.2. Multiple regression analysis 

The articulatory parameters that survived the analysis of the time variations were JAW, VS, 
LOC, LX and TONGUE ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ (two values each). The parameters served as 
input in a multiple regression analysis with F1 as the dependent variable. Table 5 presents the 
regression statistics. 

Table 4. Regression statistics from the MRA, all articulatory parameters compared to JAW only, 

normal and loud voice. 

 All art.par JAW 

Multiple R 0.79 0.57 
R Square 0.62 0.32 
Adjusted R Square 0.61 0.32 
Standard error 84.60 112.04 
Observations 289 289 

 

Making use of the eight articulatory parameters instead of jaw height only gives an 
improvement in the overall goodness-of-fit measures from 32.25% to 61.24% of the variation of 
F1 around its mean being explained by on one hand the single regressor JAW, on the other hand 
the multiple regressors JAW, VS, LOC, LX and TONGUE (see Fig.34). 
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Fig.34. Observed F1 vs. predicted F1. Grey: JAW only. Black: all articulatory parameters. 

Looking into sub-categories of words containing unrounded and rounded stressed vowels, the 
benefits of using MRA get even clearer, see Table 5 and Fig.35: 
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Table 5. Regression statistics from MRA, all articulatory parameters compared to JAW only, words 

w. unrounded stressed Vs compared to words w. rounded. 

 Words w.unrounded 
stressed Vs 

Words w.rounded 
stressed Vs 

 All art.par JAW All art.par JAW 

Multiple R 0.82 0.38 0.73 0.43 
R Square 0.68 0.15 0.54 0.18 
Adjusted R Square 0.65 0.14 0.51 0.18 
Standard error 82.25 129.93 71.18 92.55 
Observations 123 123 153 153 
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Fig.35. Observed Observed F1 vs. predicted F1. Grey: JAW only. Black: all articulatory parameters. 

Words with stressed V unrounded (left) and rounded (right). 

Table 6 and Fig.36 show the results from MRA on the material divided according to consonant 
context. 

Table 6. Regression statistics from MRA, all articulatory parameters compared to JAW only, 

different consonant contexts compared. 

 b-words d-words ɡ-words 

 All art.par JAW All art.par JAW All art.par JAW 

Multiple R 0.81 0.52 0.78 0.38 0.83 0.58 
R Square 0.66 0.27 0.60 0.15 0.68 0.33 
Adjusted R Square 0.63 0.26 0.58 0.14 0.66 0.33 
Standard error 63.40 89.62 84.68 121.04 74.27 104.40 
Observations 94 94 92 92 90 90 

 

The statistics from the multiple regression analysis show higher correlation when our chosen 
articulatory parameters are weighed in, compared to jaw position only. Wherein precisely does 
the improvement lay? Fig.36 compares predictions based on the jaw alone (gray symbols) with 
MRA results (black circles), different consonant context in each diagram.  
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Fig.36. Observed F1 vs. predicted F1. Grey: JAW only. Black: all articulatory parameters. From 

left: b-, d- and ɡ-words. 

The left diagram shows how MRA improves the correlation score for b-words. The improve-
ment (from R2 = 0.27 to R2 = 0.70) is mainly due to the fact that the drastic F1 lowering gets 
linked to the lips reaching closure (cf Fig.32 in 4.1.2). The right diagram illustrates the 
corresponding results for ɡ-words. Here the improvement (from R2 = 0.34 to R2 = 0.75) seems to 
occur mostly because, despite the decrease in jaw opening, F1 can remain high in the context of 
tongue blade elevation (cf Fig.33 in 4.1.2). In the center diagram, illustrating results for d-
words, the improvement seems to be traceable to both occlusion and tongue blade elevation. 

Looking again into the material divided into words containing unrounded stressed vowels on 
one hand and rounded stressed vowels on the other (Fig.35) we see that the improvement of 
tongue blade elevation is mostly limited to the words with stressed V unrounded. There are 
indeed tongue blade consonants following the rounded vowels: /l/ and /s/, whereas it seems that 
the combination of the unrounded /ɐ/ and the following tongue blade consonant /s/ is the one 
deviating the most from a nice correlation with the jaw opening. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.37. Observed vs. predicted F1, JAW only. Left: Target and peak values for stressed vowels (b-

V1+2; d-V2 and ɡ-V2). Blue: /i/, yellow: /e/; cyan: /ɐ/; fuchsia: /ɒ/; green: /ɔ/; lilac: /o/; orange: 

/u/. Right: JAW only (bordered symbols) compared to all articulatory parameters (not bordered 

symbols). Cyan: target and peak values /ɐ/, yellow: b-occlusions. 

Fig.37 shows observed vs. predicted F1 from a regression analysis with JAW only. The diagram 
on the left shows the target and peak values from the stressed vowels with different color for 
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each vowel identity. The diagram on the right shows the speech sounds benefiting the most 
from using MRA: /ɐ/ preceding /s/ in d- and ɡ-context and the bilabial occlusion in b-words. 

The thought awoken earlier that the unrounded, half open, center vowel /ɐ/ (cyan) preceding the 
tongue blade consonant /s/ deviates the most from the correlation, gets supported here. The 
rounded, closed, back vowel /u/ (orange) preceding the same consonant does not follow the 
same pattern. Neither does the rounded, open, back vowel /ɒ/ preceding /l/ cause the same 
problems (fuchsia). The /ɐ/ is here a short vowel according to the Swedish complementary 
vowel length system, preceding a long consonant, /s/. In /ɛˈdu:(s)/, the vowel is long, preceding 
a short consonant. The same applies to /ɛˈdɒ:(l)/. Perhaps a part of the explanation to the 
deviation from correlation in /ɛˈdɐ(s:)/, is to be sought in the shorter duration of /ɐ/ where the 
speaker’s jaw begins its elevation already in the middle of the vowel, to prepare for the long 
consonant to follow. Another part of the explanation might be sought in the different 
characteristics of the vowels as well as the following consonants: /ɐ/ is halfopen preceding a 
consonant requiring a high and steady jaw, whereas the other vowel preceding this consonant, 
/u/, is closed and thus already in a high position. The consonant following the other open vowel 
(/ɒ/) in our material is /l/, which does not seem to crave the same high and steady jaw as /s/ (at 
least not in our speaker’s articulatory behavior). 
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5. Summary, conclusions and 
discussion 

The stated aim of this study was threefold and this report has described the work towards those 
aims: 

• Articulatory data from a unique collection of high quality X-ray recordings were 
extracted and carefully examined in order to achieve articulatory parameters best 
representing the speaker’s articulation. 

 

This sub-study brought forth parameters reflecting jaw vertical movements: JAW and VS; 
vertical separation of lips: VS; lip protrusion: LOC and VS; tongues vertical and horizontal 
movements: four parameters of TONGUE. The extraction of the tongue parameters required 
some special measures. The tracings of the tongue contour underwent data reduction by 
principal component analysis, boiling down the vast tongue data to four values (2 ‘horizontal’, 2 
‘vertical’) pr each X-ray profile. In addition we got the LX parameter that seems to carry some 
information on vowel height, and PHX, which information does not seem to follow any visible 
patterns. 

 

• Formant frequency measurements were undertaken in the synchronically recorded 
sound data. A detailed synchronization between acoustics and articulation was carried 
out. 

 

In this study pulse-by-pulse measurements of the first three formants were performed manually. 
The formant measurements were numerically synchronized to the articulatory data by finding 
the best line-up between the time points of acoustic segment boundaries and the synch pulses 
corresponding to the individual images. This detailed synchronization made it possible to 
pinpoint formant frequencies for each of the single X-ray profiles. For the purpose of the current 
study, only the first formant was used. 

 

• Articulation and formant patterns (F1 for now) were mapped together with multiple 
regression analysis in order to numerically explore what kind of relationships would 
reveal themselves. 

 

The first two sub-studies were prerequisites for this final part where F1 and the articulatory 
parameters were fed into a multiple regression analysis in order to seek an empirical answer to 
the main question of this report: How well formants can be predicted non-stop from articulatory 
data. Examination of single words led to light two main sources of discrepancies between 
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acoustics and articulation in the current material: First, F1 is independent of jaw position during 
the stop closure, which has a lowering effect on F1 but leaves the jaw trace at a more or less 
fixed value. Second, post-target articulatory action in vowels preceding tongue blade 
consonants, where the jaw rises in preparation for the following consonant without affecting F1. 
This is in particular clear for the combination of the short /ɐ/ and the long /s/. 

The results from the multiple regression analysis show that MRA can indeed be useful in 
mapping articulation to acoustics, here improving the correlation between observed and 
predicted from R2 = 0.32 to R2 = 0.62, jaw opening only compared to all articulatory parameters. 
How well can formants be predicted non-stop from articulatory data? The results from this 
initial study focusing on F1 only give the answer “much better than relaying solely on the jaw’s 
vertical position, although it is too early to give a final answer since our results are limited to 
preliminary observations of F1”.  

5.1. Future studies 

Looking more closely at the different consonant contexts we see how the discrepancy sources 
mentioned above get ‘fixed’ by the MRA. The MRA improves the correlation for b-words by 
linking the drastic F1 lowering at the bilabial closure to the lips reaching closure, which is 
brought to the multiple regressions by the VS parameter. Likewise, the MRA improves the 
correlation for d- and ɡ-words where F1, despite the decrease in jaw opening, can remain high 
in the context of tongue blade elevation, which is brought to regression table by the TONGUE 
parameter, (see Fig. 38).  
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Fig.38. Time variations in (from left) /e:be:(pe:k)/, /ɛˈdɐ(s:) /, /ɛˈɡɔ(lv)/. Top row: F1, center row: 

JAW, bottom row left: VS, bottom row center-right: TONGUE ‘vertical’. Red vertical lines: occlusion 

borders. Grey dotted vertical lines: target. 
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These results unveil a pot hole in the gallery of our articulatory parameters: The bilabial closure 
gets accounted for by the parameter VS reaching zero, while the occlusion in d- and ɡ-words do 
not have any equivalent in the model. At the same time this opens for the possibility of further 
improvements by carefully motivated selection of articulatory information. 

5.1.1. Maxilla based tongue 

Future studies might include an improvement of the current model. A maxilla based tongue 
instead of jaw based, would catch the closure of /d/ and /ɡ/, see Fig.39. 

 

Fig.39. Examples of how a maxilla based tongue system might capture the velar closure of /ɡ/ 

(left) and the dental/alveolar closure of /d/ (right). Hard palate and tongue traced with red lines. 

By eliminating the source of discrepancy unaccounted for in the material, occlusion in d- and ɡ-
words but, nota bene, keeping the occlusion in b-words, the following results were obtained: 
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Fig.40. Observed vs. predicted F1, all parameters. d- and ɡ-occlusions omitted from the analysis. 

Red dotted lines: 10% from perfect correlation. 

This looks promising for the prospect of introducing an improved parameter carrying 
information on the d- and ɡ-occlusion. Perhaps this improvement of the model might also bring 
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about x and y data for the tongue movements better corresponding to the horizontal and vertical 
directions as we think of them in real life. 

5.1.2. Observations on F2 and F3 

Future studies should include observations of F2 and F3 to evaluate the method further. Our 
rules of thumb state a relationship between F2 and the movements of the tongue body in the 
front-back dimension, and between F3 and the action of the tongue blade. The frequency 
measurements of F2 and F3 are at hand and ready, so are the articulatory data. Thereafter it 
would be desirable to compare the predictions made with the shortcut method of the current 
study to predictions made by traditional ‘d-2-A rules’, for a final evaluation of the method. 

5.1.3. Further streamlining 

It would also be very interesting to look closer into the weight of the single articulatory 
parameters. Preliminary observations indicate that the TONGUE parameters carry a heavy 
weight in the multiple regressions, together with the lip parameters (VS, LOC). Might the model 
be streamlined further down to TONGUE (maxilla based, thus carrying info on the occlusion of 
/d/ and /ɡ/), VS (for the bilabial closure) and LOC (for the spread/rounding trait)? This 
streamlining would more or less bring us back to the basics of the three parameter model (Fant 
1960/1970), which includes the lip area (equivalent to VS and LOC of the current study), the 
size of the smallest area in the vocal tract and the location of the smallest area (here equivalent 
to the maxilla based Tongue). 

5.1.4. Test in APEX in search for maximum performance 

Is the inverse transformation from acoustics to articulation theoretically possible? What if there 
is indeed a limit to how close to a perfect correlation articulation and acoustics really can be 
pushed? Inevitably, these questions trigger the following question: What, in that case, is the 
maximum performance under optimal conditions? 

This report started with an exercise in APEX, where the F1-jaw rule of thumb was put to the 
test. It seems fitting to round up, as we reach our temporary halt for now, with another test in 
APEX, this time imitating the suggested improvements in order to visualize where the roof of 
maximum performance under more optimal conditions might lay. 

The APEX model was configured with neutral lip parameters and a fixed larynx height. The jaw 
opening was set to increase by 2 mm steps from 5 to 23 mm, the tongue body parameters 
position and displacement were set to alter by 0.25 mm steps from -1 (/i/) to 0 (/u/) to 1 (/a/) and 
from 0 (high) to 1 (low) respectively. The first formant, as well as area functions, was derived 
for the set as a whole. The smallest area A(x) and its location x in the vocal tract were extracted 
from the data. The lip area and the VT length as derived from APEX were plotted against the 
associated jaw opening values and a polynomial was fitted to the data to be used in deriving the 
jaw-dependent values for the three lip configurations available in APEX: Spread, Neutral and 
Rounded. Finally, larynx, tongue position and displacement, lip area, VT length, A(x) and x, 
were run through a multiple regression analysis with F1. The outcome of an adjusted R2 of 0.85 
is an improvement compared to our earlier results of adjusted R2 = 0.77 (the source of 
discrepancy unaccounted for in the material eliminated, see Fig.40). Keeping in mind that this 
test is of preliminary nature, we might expect an even higher R2 figure trimming the input of 
larynx height (which was kept fixed) and lip parameters (which were limited to neutral lips 
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only). This backs up our suggestion of further work on our articulatory parameters. More 
important, it suggests a plausible roof of how close we might get to a perfect correlation 
between articulation and acoustics under optimal conditions. We propose that the results from 
this study, improved as suggested above, can serve as a base-line for this maximum 
performance. 
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Register 

Figures 

Ch.1. Introduction 

Fig.1, p.3: The classical approach proposed by Heinz and Stevens (1964). Mid-sagittal profile 
from the APEX model (Stark et al. 1996) showing vocal tract midline and midsagittal distances. 
Area, distances and formant frequencies from APEX.  

Fig.2, p.5: APEX configurations with ‘i’-, ‘a’- and ‘u’-tongue; jaw aperture increasing in 1 mm 
steps from 5 to 23 mm. F1 derived in APEX vs. jaw opening. 

Fig.3, p.6: The method under investigation (shortcut X-ray profiles to formant frequencies). 

Fig.4, p.6: The non-linear articulatory-acoustic relationship. Adapted from Fant (1960). 

Fig.5, p.6: An idealized monotone relationship between an acoustic and an articulatory 
parameter as the articulatory parameter is varied. The actual non-monotone natured relationship 
between acoustics and articulation Adapted from Stevens K N (2003. 

 

Ch.2. Articulation 

Fig.6, p.10: X-ray image with contour tracings. Schwa. 

Fig.7, p.10: Reference grid. 

Fig.8, p.11: Preparations for head movement corrections. Tracings of copper wire attached to 
hard palate. Reference points. /e/ from /e:be:(pe:k)/.  

Fig.9, p.12: Tracings of tongue and jaw. Reference points for jaw tracings. 

Fig.10, p.12: Jaw and tongue data plotted. 

Fig.11, p.12: Angle of rotation applied to jaw and tongue data. 

Fig.12, p.13: Jaw-based tongue contour as measured from X-ray image. Schwa. 

Fig.13, p.13: Measured and computed ‘equidistant’ x-values of 25 ‘flesh-points’.  

Fig.14, p.13: Measured and computed ‘equidistant’ y-values of 25 ‘flesh-points’ 

Fig.15, p.13: Resampled tongue contour vs. ‘old’ measured contour.  

Fig.16, p.15: Tracing points as basis for the articulatory parameters.  

Fig.17, p.16: Larynx height parameter 

Fig.18, p.17: Articulatory parameters.  

Fig.19, p.18: Time variations of JAW parameter in /ɛˈdɐ(s:)/, illustrating the mismatch between 
acoustic target and peak value of the individual parameter. 
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Fig.20, p.19: Peak values of JAW parameter in V2 + V1 in b-words vs. corresponding F2 
frequency values. 

Fig.21, p.20: Time variations of F1 and the articulatory parameters: JAW and VS. 

Fig.22, p.21: Time variations of F1 and lip parameters: VS, LOC, LENGTH. 

Fig.23, p.22: Time variations of F1 and the articulatory parameters LX, PHX II and TONGUE 
’horzontal’ and ’vertical’. 

Fig.24, p.23: Articulatory parameters over JAW: VS and LOC illustrating peak values in 
vowels. 

Fig.25, p.24: Articulatory parameters over JAW: LX and PHX II illustrating peak values in 
vowels. 

Fig 26, p.25: Articulatory parameters over JAW: TONGUE ’horzontal’ and ’vertical’illustrating 
peak values in vowels. 

Fig.27, p.27: Correlation JAW and lip parameters. VS/JAW; LOC/JAW; LOC/VS; 
LENGTH/LOC.  

Fig 28, p.28: Correlation pharynx parameters. PHX II vs. PHX I.  

Fig.29, p.29: JAW vs. TONGUE ‘horizontal’ (peak values) normal voice.  

Fig.30, p.30: TONGUE ‘vertical’ vs. ’horizontal’ (peak values) normal voice  

 

Ch.4: Mapping articulation to acoustics 

Fig.31, p.33: Frequency measurements for F1 plotted against jaw movement data for all words. 

Fig.32, p.34: Time variations for F1 and JAW in /e:be:(pe:k)/. F1 independent of jaw 
movements during occlusion. 

Fig.33, p.33: Time variations for F1 and JAW, /ɛˈdɐ(s:)/ and /ɛˈɡɔ(lv)/. F1 independent of jaw 
movements during post-target articulatory action. 

Fig.34, p.35: Observed vs. predicted F1. JAW only comp. to all articulatory parameters. 

Fig.35, p.36. Observed vs. predicted F1. JAW only comp. to all articulatory parameters in 
words w. stressed V unrounded and rounded. 

Fig.36, p.37. Observed vs. predicted F1. JAW only comp. to all articulatory parameters. 
Different consonant contexts compared. 

Fig.37, p.37. Relationship JAW-F1 in different vowel identities (stressed Vs). Observed vs. 
predicted F1, JAW only. Diagram to the left: Target and peak values for stressed vowels. 
Diagram to the right: Speech sounds benefiting most from MRA, /ɐ/ and bilabial occlusion.  

 

Ch.5: Summary, conclusions and discussion 

Fig.38, p.40. Time variations /e:be:(pe:k)/, /ɛˈdɐ(s:)/, /ɛˈɡɔ(lv)/, F1, JAW, VS and TONGUE 
‘vertical’. 
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Fig.39, p.41. Improvement prospects. Maxilla based tongue system should capture velar closure 
of /ɡ/ and dental/alveolar closure of /d/. 

Fig.40, p.41. Improvement prospects. Observed vs. predicted F1 as it might look like with 
parameters capturing velar and dental/alveolar closures. 

Tables 

Ch.2: Articulation 

Table 1, p.9: Speech material. 

Table 2, p.14: Articulatory parameters. 

Table 3, p.31. Phonetic traits mirrored in each of the articulatory parameters. Omitted 
parameters. Final set of parameters.  

 

Ch.4: Mapping articulation to formant patterns 

Table 4, p.34. Regression statistics from the MRA, all articulatory parameters compared to 
JAW only, normal and loud voice. 

Table 5, p.36. Regression statistics from MRA, all articulatory parameters compared to JAW 
only, unrounded compared to rounded. 

Table 6, p.36. Regression statistics from MRA, all articulatory parameters compared to JAW 
only, different consonant contexts compared. 

Equations 

Ch.1: Introduction 

Eq.1, p.3: A = αd β. Cross-sectional area function. The mid-sagittal distance d to the area A of 
the cross-section at a particular point in the vocal tract. 

 

Ch.2: Articulation 

Eq.2, p.13:  s(i,x,v) = S(x,v) + w1(i,v)*PC1(x) + w2(i,v)*PC2(x) +…Equation to recover 25 
‘flesh-points’ of the tongue surface of an observed shape. 

Eq.3, p.15: (y-value of upper incisor – y-value of lower incisor) 
- clench[y-value of upper incisor – y-value of lower incisor]. Jaw opening parameter (JAW). 

Eq.4, p.16: SQRT((x-value of lower lip meeting point - x-value of upper lip meeting 
point)^2+(y-value of lower lip meeting point – y-value of upper lip meeting point)^2). Vertical 
separation parameter (VS). 

Eq.5, p.16: (x-value of upper incisor - x-value of IPC). Location mouth corner parameter (LOC) 

Eq.6, p.16: AVERAGE(x-value of lower lip meeting point: x-value of upper lip meeting point)  
 - (x-value of IPC). Lip length parameter (LENGTH) 
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Eq.7, p.16: (y-value of upper incisor - y-value of LXpost). Larynx height parameter (LX). 
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